ALTERNATIVE USES:

As we continue to explore this fascinating energy we have noticed some amazing results to the following:
Group Healing/Energy Sharing: Groups can share this experience in many ways. This is especially beneficial in meetings where inspiration is needed. Place in center of the table in a meeting and witness the results!

Couples Therapy: The most fascinating results! Share the energy with you significant other and touch each other for a period of time. You will resonate at the same frequency and release petty issues and power struggles within a few minutes. This is a great gift to any marriage. It will be as it should be.

Energizing of Water: Place a container or bottle of filtered water on the surface of the generator making sure it is dry on the outside and no water can drip onto the surface. Energize for 2 to 5 minutes and then drink. Energy will hold in normal bottles for 6 to 12 hours. For added benefits add trace minerals to your water before and energize. The minerals will hold the resonate energy for a considerable amount of time (3 to 5 days) This is living water!

Crystals, Gems and Jewelry: Place on the top (or center) of the copper antenna (5 to 10 Minutes) to resonate and activate there abilities.

BENEFITS REPORTED:

Since the discovery of the energy and creation of this device we have had some amazing testimonials telling us the benefits in the overall body. The energy field benefits the body and the mind and brings them together in unity. You might experience a need to exercise and to eat and drink differently. Alcohol consumption may be lessened as well as smoking or drug addiction. Although we do not claim that the generator will do this our outside experiences from users have. Follow your heart and mind once you experience this field. It will benefit you in more way than you think!

This energy has bin around us for over a billion years and we thank the early pioneers of this technology for their discoveries and sacrifices they made to try to share this with mankind for over 100 years. Now with the earth in its current posture, we feel it is time to share this technology with the world. If you feel this to be true after your personal experiences please do not hesitate to share them with us. We welcome all testimonies and advice.

Please contact us via our website for further information and achievements in this technology! If you feel you can benefit us to bring this to the world then we will welcome you to do so.

Thank you for your support and congratulations on entering the next evolution of your life and of this planet!

Visit us on the web
WWW.ZEROPOINTRESEARCH.COM